
Never worry about damaged rack 
uprights again with DAMOTECH’s 
lifetime warranty against impact 
included with every DAMO PRO.

Post made of 1/4" thick structural steel 
tube, making it virtually indestructible.

Short lead time, quick installation, 
and little to no unloading reduces 
downtime.

Made-to-measure to restore the 
original rack capacity of any size and 
type of pallet racking system.

Engineered Rack Column Repair Kit 
DAMO PRO

END THE CYCLE OF RACK 
REPLACEMENT
The DAMO PRO is the rack repair kit that 

started it all. This permanent repair solution 

is designed to fix damaged rack columns 

on any storage rack system – without 

compromising the original load capacity. 

https://www.damotech.com/products/repair-products/damo-pro?utm_medium=content+offer&utm_source=damotech&utm_campaign=product+damo+pro&utm_content=product+sheet+damo+pro+english


OPTION

Deflex Plate

Extra protection from side 
impacts in situations such 
as drive-ins and end-of-aisle 
applications. 

COLOR & FINISH

Powder Coated

Orange 
Custom Colors Available

Galvanized 

Additional lead time required.

BEFORE AFTER

Foot plates can be 
extended, customized 
for seismic zones or 
come without a bullnose.

Horizontal brace 
welded and made of 
C3 channel for built-in 
impact resistance.

Bullnose protects  
the front anchor  

and deflects  
forklift impacts.

The cup is adapted to 
fit any type of rack.

Post made of 1/4" thick 
hollow structural steel, 

making it virtually 
indestructible.

Secured with Hilti screw 
anchors. Seismic anchors 

are provided when required.

Diagonal brace follows the 
original configuration of 
the rack.
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DAMO PRO
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Made-to-measure to restore the original  
rack capacity of any size and type  
of racking system.

Short lead time, quick installation, and little to 
no unloading reduces downtime.

Never worry about damaged rack uprights again 
with DAMOTECH’s lifetime warranty.

Post made of 1/4" thick structural steel tube, 
making it virtually indestructible.

THE REPAIR SOLUTION FOR 
CANTILEVERED RACKS
The DAMO PRO CAN is a permanent repair 

solution designed to fix cantilevered rack 

columns on any storage rack system – without 

compromising the original load capacity.

DAMO PRO CAN
Engineered Repair Kit for Cantilevered Racks

https://www.damotech.com/products/repair-products/damo-pro?utm_medium=content+offer&utm_source=damotech&utm_campaign=product+damo+pro+can&utm_content=product+sheet+damo+pro+can+english


OPTIONS

Standard Heights

36” | 48” | 60" | 72" 
The total height of the  
seat adapts to the damage

Custom Configurations

Contact our Customer  
Support Team for details  
on custom solutions

Foot plates can be 
extended, customized 
for seismic zones or 
come without a bullnose.

Horizontal brace 
welded and made of 
C3 channel for built-in 
impact resistance.

Bullnose protects the front 
anchor and deflects  

forklift impacts.

The cup is adapted to 
fit any type of rack.

Post made of 1/4" thick  
hollow structural steel, making 

it virtually indestructible.

Diagonal brace follows  
the original configuration 
of the rack.

COLOR & FINISH

Powder Coated

Orange 
Custom Colors Available

Galvanized 

Additional lead time required.

damotech.com
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DAMO PRO CAN

The DAMO PRO CAN can be used 
to repair damage to the front 
and back columns of a rack.

https://www.damotech.com/products/repair-products/damo-pro?utm_medium=content+offer&utm_source=damotech&utm_campaign=product+damo+pro+can&utm_content=product+sheet+damo+pro+can+english
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